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WELCOME TO 
CRUSHING IT WITH 
CLUBHOUSE! 
As an online pioneer who launched a ‘store’ on CompuServe’s 
Electronic Mall in 1993 and built one of the internet’s first fully-
functional ecommerce sites in 1995 (ultimately becoming Liquor.
com—exit to IAC in 2019), I have seen a ton of trends come and 
go over the past 28 years. Few, however, can hold a candle to the 
stickiness (length of time spent) and level of engagement we’re 
witnessing with social audio and, specifically, Clubhouse. 

As an early adopter of Clubhouse, I started one of the first podcasting clubs, ClubPod™, on the platform 
and grew it to becoming the largest podcast-specific club on ALL of Clubhouse, with over 52,000 
members and followers.... In less than 90 days. 

I believe Clubhouse, and the medium of social audio, has created NEW opportunities for entrepreneurs 
that we haven’t seen in at least a decade, if ever, including:

•   Unprecedented access to influencers, thought leaders, business executives, celebrities and 
even billionaires

•   Free traffic to fill your virtual workshops, seminars or events with no restrictions for self-
promotion or making offers

•   Creating lead gen and profit opportunities for yourself 24 hours a day, 7 days a week with 
international audiences being active during all hours of the night

•   Performing market research by asking your audience questions and making note of the 
questions asked

•   Virtually limitless potential to create visibility, generate leads and ultimately drive SERIOUS 
profits
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While Clubhouse is the first social audio platform to gain mainstream attention, it’s not the only 
one in existence and there are a LOT of new competitors on the way.

If you want to capitalize on the UNTAPPED power of social audio for your business, keep reading. 

In this guide you will learn how to:

• Network With Influential People & Turn Relationships Into Stage Time (This strategy
works for both Podcasts AND Clubhouse!)

• Launch & Grow A Club To 1k+ Members FAST. (As I said above, ClubPod™ has grown to
52k+ Members & Followers In LESS THAN 90 Days!)

• Moderate Rooms The RIGHT WAY, to Establish Expert Authority, Attract Qualified Leads
& Set Yourself Up Future Sales Conversations

Let’s dive in and get you well on your way to Crushing It With Clubhouse!

Steve Olsher
Founder/Editor-In-Chief of Podcast Magazine®

Creator Of ClubPod™

See you in the ‘Club’!

32,500 Members 
21,000 Followers Over 

53,000 
strong!
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WHAT IS CLUBHOUSE?
Clubhouse is a voice-only app currently only available to iPhone users (rumor has it that the Android 
version will be released in May of 2021). Inside the app, you create or enter rooms to connect, and chat, 
with other Clubhouse participants. 

Clubhouse is audio only—no video or photos (other than a small bio image). Nor are there likes, dislikes 
or comments. One might say it is most similar to talk radio or, perhaps, being part of a live podcast 
episode. And, in similar fashion to Snapchat, once the conversation is over and the room is closed, the 
vast majority of conversations disappear into the Clubhouse ether. (Note: Some rooms are ‘recorded’. 
More on that in a few.)

If you’re a podcast listener, you’ll likely gravitate towards Clubhouse. It’s akin to having access to myriad 
live podcasts at your fingertips 24/7. The core difference being that YOU can get on “stage” to ask 
questions and connect with interesting people from across the globe—people that previous to now would 
have largely been untouchable.

Since the platform is audio-based, there is no typing—just listening and talking. The rooms can be private 
or public, and the experience overall because of the aforementioned factors is much more intimate than 
the most social channels. 

Clubhouse is evolving very quickly, with new features being added with each update. Stay tuned for more 
news and updates as we shift and pivot with the changes.

HOW DO YOU GET INTO CLUBHOUSE?
• The app, at present, is iOS only and available for download in the App Store (Android users are  

rumored to begin having access in May of 2021) 

•  Once downloaded, reserve your ‘handle’ (see below) and wait for an existing Clubhouse user to ‘invite’ 
you in. Given the number of new users and invitations currently available, having someone ‘let you in’ 
is not nearly as challenging as it once was.

• That said, choose your username wisely (mine is @podcasts – I’d love to connect with you when 
you join the fun!), because once you’ve chosen it, it’s done. You CAN try and request a change 
to your username using the link below, but there is no guarantee that it will be successful. 
https://clubhouseapp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new

https://clubhouseapp.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/requests/new
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COMPLETING YOUR 
INITIAL REGISTRATION
Use Your Real Name Or The Name You Want To Be Known As (For Display) 

Clubhouse discourages you from using pseudonyms, but it does happen (see @jeffetringer for example—
his name displays as Clubhouse Jeff). At first, I used Podcast Magazine as my display name, however, 
Clubhouse indicated at one point that they’d be deleting accounts for those not using their real name. I 
switched back to Steve Olsher rather quickly…  

If you choose to change course with your display name as I did, you are allowed to do so once. After that, 
it’s yours from that point forward. To be safe, use your real name. 

Creator Alias

An interesting option for having both your real name and your ‘stage name’ displayed is by using their 
“creator alias” feature. This will allow you to have your pseudonym displayed alongside your legal name. 
Though typically reserved for public figures, as is the case with Jeff, users are getting more creative with 
this feature. 

Choose Your Interests

There are numerous categories of interest that you can select. Of course, you can choose as many or as few 
as you’d like. I recommend selecting at least 10. By doing so, Clubhouse will populate your ‘hallway’—
that is, the main feed that shows current conversations taking place—and provide recommendations of 
people and clubs to follow that you may likely have an interest in. 

And, with those simple steps completed… You’re IN!

SETTING UP YOUR PROFILE
Add Your Profile Image 

Add an engaging profile image. I wanted to create a recognizable image 
that, ideally over time, will allow me to have a unique, recognizable 
presence on the platform. 

After the launch of ClubPod™, we chose to focus on having our club 
take center stage. Therefore, we switched from an image of my face to 
the profile image you see to the right. 

Choose an image that works best for you and your social audio objectives. You can change your image 
at any time. 
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Bio

Creating a fun and inspiring bio is important, especially 
the first three lines you create. 

Why? Because when you are in a room and someone 
taps on your image, they will only see the first THREE 
lines (see my image above). 

If they tap the first three lines of your bio, then they will 
be able to see your full profile.  Choose these three lines 
of text well and speak to, or try to intrigue, your target 
audience and those you’d ideally like to attract.

Before completing your full bio, review others’ bios to get a sense of what they’re doing. To see examples, 
tap on various profile images of the rooms you enter. Again, at first you’ll see only the first three lines. 
Tap anywhere on their bio and it will open up their full bio for you to see. 

At the bottom of their bio, you’ll see their Twitter and Instagram handles, if added, the person who 
nominated them to join Clubhouse, and the clubs that they’ve joined will show up by their respective 
icon across the bottom row.

There are differing opinions about what should be included in your bio. Clubhouse is very different 
from other platforms in that it is very casual, more like an atmosphere of meeting in your living room 
and chatting with friends rather than trying to ‘one-up’ or impress people with glamour shots and ritzy 
lifestyle images. 

Creating a boisterous bio that is overly promotional is not advised. Create an overview that establishes 
expertise and attains the desired objective of attracting followers and, potentially, inbound inquiries. 

Add Social Connections

At present, there are no chat and connection features on Clubhouse. Therefore, if 
people want to connect with you to engage directly, other than in conversations taking 
place in rooms, they will have to direct message you via Instagram or Twitter. 

To do so, connect your accounts using the respective handle (@steveolsher for example) 
during your Clubhouse set up. 

It’s worth taking the time to level up your Instagram and Twitter bios and to create 
current content on each if you haven’t done so in a while. When you enter rooms and 
share from the heart, content and teachings that can really help others, you’ll find 
your DMs ‘blowing up’ and people reaching out to you via these channels on a consistent basis.

CRUSHING IT TIP: 

Use Emojis in your bio. Using 
appropriate emojis helps to clarify 
your message and bring focus to 

specific areas of your profile.
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Invite Others To Join The Clubhouse Fun

After signup, you’ll see that you have been allocated a minimum of four ‘Invites.’ Clubhouse remains 
‘invitation only’ and, as a member, you’ll be able to invite others to join you on the platform. 

Invites are allocated to members based on how much they contribute to the Clubhouse community—
creating rooms, inviting guests to those rooms, speaking, moderating, following others and attracting 
followers. Translation… the more you participate, the more invitations you’ll receive. 

Sending Invites

• In the app, at the top of the screen, tap on the invite icon 
(envelope with the yellow star – if there is no yellow star, you do 
not currently have any ‘invites’). 

•  You will then see a list of the contacts in your phone and a 
blue invite button across from their name. Tapping the blue 
button will auto-populate a text that you can send to your 
contact. Hit send. 

•  If they accept the invitation and join Clubhouse, you will show 
up as the person who invited them on their profile. Make sure 
that you actually want to be associated with this person before 
inviting them.

•  NOTE: An important nuance is that once you send the invite 
it has been used, regardless of whether or not the person you 
send it to actually accepts the invitation. We highly recommend reaching out for the contact you’d like 
to extend an invitation to in order to confirm that they have an iPhone and that they’d like to receive 
an invitation. Use your invites wisely.

A HIGHLIGHT OF CLUBHOUSE LINGO
Clubhouse uses specific terms you should become familiar with. Here are the basics:

Party Hat / Celebration Icon – A party hat, or celebration icon, will appear at the bottom left of 
the profile image of someone new to the platform. The party hat will disappear after one week.

Follow – Follow means exactly what it sounds like. You follow each other, follow clubs, follow the social 
accounts attached to profiles, and so on.
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Clubs – A club is a community where people gather inside rooms under the umbrella of that specific 
club. Rooms created with a club as the ‘Host Club’ can be open to club members only or to all Clubhouse 
users. Clubs can be followed or joined, depending on settings by the club creator. 

Rooms – Rooms are where people gather to chat.

Topic – Topics are used two ways in Clubhouse. Topics are the titles to 
rooms and are generally specific as to the discussion taking place in the 
room. Topics are also used to identify the subject matter of your club 
(e.g. Podcasts). 

Stage – The top level in a room, where the speakers in the room are 
shown. The profile images of the moderators and speakers on stage will 
be larger than those in the second section, “Followed by the speakers” and larger still than those in the 
third section, “Others in the room.” 

Front Row – Section below the speakers that features people followed by those on stage.

Moderator – The initial moderator, indicated by the green star (aka – Green Bean) next to their name 
and displayed in the top left corner, is the person who scheduled and, in most cases, opened the room 
and controls the conversation. The initial moderator has the ability to bring other speakers onto the 
stage, remove people from the stage, designate other speakers as moderators of the discussion and 
‘End The Room.’ Once the initial moderator grants other moderator status, the new moderators have the 
same capabilities as the original moderator, including the ability to remove the original moderator from 
the stage and end the room. Translation… if you start your own room, be careful about granting them 
moderator status.

Admin – Club Admins are able to manage a club, invite new members, and 
create rooms (even if rooms are not allowed to be created by club members 
or followers. Admins also have the ability to change club settings, edit the 
club description, topics and rules as well as shut down the club entirely. 
As with making someone a moderator of a room, be very careful about 
granting admin status to anyone in your club. More on this later.

Hallway - The ‘hallway’ is the main screen you see when you come into 
Clubhouse. The hallway displays the available open rooms, populated 
based on the people and Clubs you follow. From the hallway, you can 
also access the calendar of events, reminders of upcoming rooms you are 
interested, or participating in, and displays a green button at the bottom 
that allows you to start your own room.
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PTR (Pull To Refresh) - Rooms do not automatically update to reflect when people change their profile 
image or have left the room and subsequently returned. Periodically, you will want to pull down the 
screen to refresh so you are seeing the most current representation of a room’s activity. 

To do this, pull your screen down by gently holding your finger on the screen and pull slightly downward. 
You will see a spinning wheel at the top and, within a couple of seconds, the room will be fully updated. 

Swipe Left – From the main hallway, you are able to swipe the entire screen to the left. When you do 
so, you will then see a display showing the number of people currently online that are part of the clubs 
you have chosen to follow or are a member of. These listings will be followed by a list of the people you 
follow. For each person you follow, you will be able to see whether or not they are online, what room they 
are in, if any, or the amount of time that has passed since they were last on Clubhouse. You are also able 
to invite them into an individual conversation directly from this feed.  

Raise Your Hand – When in a room, participants that are not on stage can raise their hand 
to speak. Moderators may shut off this feature to allow speakers to talk without interruption 
or periodically shut it off between adding people to the stage. If rooms are large, this helps 
moderators to control large groups of people asking to come onto stage. If the moderator 
chooses to bring you up on stage, you will see a green box at the top of your screen. There will be two 
options: “Maybe Later” or “Accept Invite.” You can select one or ignore their request to have you join 
them on stage altogether.

Note: Do not take it personally if you raise your hand to ask to come onto the stage and your request is 
not honored. Bringing up additional speakers is at the complete discretion of the moderator(s).    

Ping – “Ping” or “Pinging people in” are expressions used to describe the act of notifying 
people that are not in your room to join you there. If people have notifications turned on 
and follow you, depending on their settings, they may get a notification or a “ping”, that 
you’ve entered a room or that you have started a room. 

Alternatively, once you are in a room, as the room’s creator, moderator, speaker, or attendee, you can 
tap the + sign at the bottom right of the screen to ‘ping’ those you’d like to join you into the room. After 
tapping the + sign, those who follow you will be displayed. You can then tap on their profile image and 
invite them to join you in the room. Clubhouse will notify them that you have requested their presence. 

Notifications – Notifications are settings that allow you to determine the messages you want to receive 
from Clubhouse. Clubhouse notifications can be a bit overwhelming, so choose your options wisely. For 
every person you follow, you are able to go to their profile (as you add them would be good practice), 
and on the upper right, just to the left of the blue “Following” button, there is a little bell icon. Tap 
that and choose whether you want notifications based on their activity. You have three options—Always, 
Sometimes or Never.

+
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To set notifications for your personal profile, go to your profile, click on the settings gear at the upper right 
and choose Frequency. Then, choose the option you would like.

Calendar – The calendar will show you upcoming events based on the people and clubs 
you follow or are a member of, as well as your own events. Tap on the calendar icon at the 
top of your screen from the main hallway. You will then see events that are “Upcoming For 
You” and “My Events.” Upcoming For You are other people’s and club’s events. My Events 
are events that you have scheduled or are scheduled to be a co-host of.

YOUR FIRST WEEK
Put on your Party hat! 

During your first week on Clubhouse, you will see a little party hat (     ) on the bottom left of your profile 
image when you’re in a room. This icon lets everyone know that are new to the platform and may need 
a little assistance during your rookie week (not to mention patience…     ). Clubhouse has a terrific and 
kind community. People are excited to have new members join the fun and are terrific about helping 
others who have joined the community. Don’t be afraid to join rooms and clubs, raise your hand, and get 
on stage to ask questions and participate. 

Find Your Friends

Search in the app for friends who may already be on the platform or clubs you’ve heard about and would 
like to join (start with ClubPod™!). 

To find them, tap the magnifying glass in the upper left corner of the app 
while in the hallway. You can search for people and clubs by name as well 
as by keywords. Follow your friends once you find them by tapping ‘Follow’ 
and do the same for the clubs. To build your following, ask your friends to 
follow you too. It’s a great way to kick start your involvement with the app 
and start building a community of people you know, like and trust. 

The 3-Step Follower Formula… Listen – Observe – Participate

As you’re getting familiar with the platform, your first step is to go into rooms to listen and observe. 
Notice the Clubhouse etiquette. People seldom talk over one another. People are respectful. 

In most rooms, new speakers will first say their name and, at the conclusion of their contribution, say 
something to the extent of, “I’m finished speaking.” This format helps those who are visually or auditorily 
impaired more easily participate and follow the conversation. 
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Listen to what people are saying, the value they bring to the conversation and how they say it. When you 
resonate with someone, tap on their profile image to take a look at their first three lines. If you like what 
you’re seeing, tap those three lines to reveal the entire bio. 

Your first step towards participating is to follow those you feel aligned with. Many of them will follow you 
back which, in turn, builds your following. 

Next, and when you’re ready, raise your hand to get on stage and participate. Ask questions, offer your 
opinion. Give VALUE and people will follow you. And, of course, open your own rooms and start your own 
club(s) when you feel the time is right. 

You will find that the Clubhouse algorithm is very different than that of other apps. It is nearly impossible 
to ‘game the system.’ To secure followers, time must be invested on the app. You cannot schedule posts 
as one might do with Facebook because your ‘posts’ are the conversations you have when you are active 
on the platform. There is no way to fake a real, heartfelt conversation. 

Further, you may be very surprised by the people who show up in the rooms you’re in and follow the same 
people you do or have similar interests. It’s not surprising to see the likes of Bill Gates, Elon Musk, MC 
Hammer, Paris Hilton, and Mark Zuckerberg hanging out in Clubhouse.

What makes Clubhouse truly unique is the access the platform provides to previously unreachable people 
as well as the connections and relationships being developed and nurtured there. 

LET’S TALK ABOUT ROOMS!

How Rooms Work

When the Clubhouse app launches, you initially land in the “hallway”, 
which includes a short list (typically three) at the top of upcoming, 
scheduled rooms displayed in a light gray box. Below the gray box, 
you will see a list, often quite long, of the available open rooms where 
conversations are actively taking place.

You will find the host club name at the top, if applicable, followed by the 
room title. Below that, you will find a list of the moderators and speakers 
in the room, indicated by a quote bubble symbol next to each name, 
followed by the names of the people you follow. Finally, below the list of 
names, you will see the total number of people in the room and, to the 
right, the total number of room speakers (e.g. 2.4k / 36).  
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Creating Your First Room

When you arrive in the hallway, you can quickly start a room by tapping 
the green button at the bottom that, appropriately enough, says ‘Start A 
Room.’ 

Once you tap this button, you will have several options. You can choose: 

•  Open room – Your room will be available to everyone on Clubhouse 
at that time

•  Social – Reserved just for people who follow you

•  Closed – Reserved specifically for people you invite, and

•  Club Rooms – Reserved for your club members only or the clubs 
you are part of either as a member or follower (if the option has 
been selected by the club admin to allow non-club admin to open 
rooms within their club). 

ADD A TOPIC

Before opening the room, tap on the ‘Add A Topic’ button at the upper 
right of the popup and create your title. 

Using relevant emojis here can help attract people to your room, however 
you should be aware that there have been reports of certain emojis 
that are specifically related to marketing, such as money bags, being 
problematic and rooms that use those emojis possibly being ‘shadow 
banned’ from the main hallway as a result. 

(Shadow banned means the room has been removed from the main 
hallway room and does not display for others to find. This is the result of 
certain rooms using these ‘make money quick’ type emojis and titles and 
having questionable content or being flagged for inappropriate behavior. 
Run high quality rooms and avoid ‘click bait’ titles and this won’t be an 
issue for you.)

Once you’ve entered your topic, tap the green ‘Let’s Go!’ button. Then, wait for people to show up and 
have some fun!
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I’M IN A ROOM – NOW WHAT?

When you arrive in a room (whether it’s one you created or one you’re visiting), you will notice that there 
are 3 “levels” of participants in the room:

•  The Stage, comprised of the Moderator(s) and Speaker(s)

•  People followed by the speakers (section one of the audience)

•  Others in the room (section two of the audience)

The initial moderator, indicated by the green star (aka – Green Bean) 
next to their name and displayed in the top left corner, is the person 
who scheduled and, in most cases, opened the room and controls 
the conversation. The initial moderator has the ability to bring other 
speakers onto the stage, remove people from the stage, designate other 
speakers as moderators of the discussion and ‘End The Room.’ 

Once the initial moderator grants other moderator status, the new moderators have the same capabilities 
as the original moderator, including the ability to remove the original moderator from the stage and end the 
room. Translation… if you start your own room, be careful about granting them moderator status.  

Only people that are on stage can speak, whether they are a 
moderator or not. Once you’re on stage, what was once a little 
hand at the bottom right that you could tap to ask to be invited 
onto the stage to participate, changes into a microphone. 

If you’re granted, and you accept, speaker status, make 
sure to mute your microphone immediately by tapping the 
microphone icon. You should remain muted until it’s time 
to talk. Then, you can then tap the microphone icon to 
unmute. You are muted when the microphone icon has a red 
line through it.

The next section, just under the stage (which is considered to be the 
‘front row’), are people in the room who are followed by at least one 
person on stage. 

The third section is comprised of “others in the room.” These are 
people who are not followed by anyone on the stage. 

CRUSHING IT TIP: 

Anyone who is a moderator can  
fully control a room, including  

closing it, so make sure who you 
choose to co-moderate or co-host is 

responsible and trustworthy.
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MODERATORS

To make a room participant a moderator, no matter where they are in the room, tap on their profile image 
and then tap ‘Invite To Stage.’ Once they accept and are on the stage, tap their image once again and 
choose ‘Make A Moderator.’ Remember, once someone has been given moderator status, they have the 
same controls over the room as you do.

HAND RAISING 

At the bottom right of the screen in any room, unless you’re a 
moderator, there is a hand. This is how people ask to be brought 
up on stage.

As a moderator, you are able to toggle the hand raising on and off. There may be times when you want 
to present for a period of time, such as a podcast, then open up for Q & A. The stage may be getting too 
full, with no possibility of serving everyone.

PINGING TO THE ROOM

“Ping” or “Pinging people in” are expressions used to describe the act of notifying people that are not 
in your room to join you there. If people have notifications turned on and follow you, depending on their 
settings, they may get a notification or a “ping”, that you’ve entered a room or that you have started a room. 

Alternatively, once you are in a room, as the room’s creator, moderator, speaker, or attendee, you can 
tap the + sign at the bottom right of the screen to ‘ping’ those you’d like to join you into the room. After 
tapping the + sign, those who follow you will be displayed. You can then tap on their profile image and 
invite them to join you in the room. Clubhouse will notify them that you have requested their presence. 
You can also choose the “share” option, which allows you to invite others to join you via social media 
posts, emailing the link, text, etc.

Of course, people can ‘ping’ you into the rooms they find interesting too. 

If you belong to any clubs, you will get a notification when rooms are opened from within the club, if you 
have the club notifications turned on. 

Pinging your followers into a room is highly encouraged. It helps to grow the number of people in the 
room and, of course, participating on Clubhouse!

CLAPPING (APPLAUSE) 

When a person is muted on stage, you will see a microphone to the bottom right of 
their image. When they are not speaking, it should have a diagonal red line through it. 
To applaud another speaker, tap the microphone several times to toggle it on and off. 
Because speakers do not talk over one another or leave their microphones open out of 
respect for the person speaking, engaging in this gesture lets the speaker know that you 
are appreciative of what they are saying. 
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CREATING YOUR CLUB
Once you have familiarized yourself with the platform, entered rooms, participated on stages, and started 
at least three rooms of your own, the next logical step is to create your own club. 

To do so, scroll to the bottom of your profile where the club icons reside. 
(If you aren’t a member or follower of any clubs yet, no icons will be 
displayed.) Either to the far right, at the end of the row of club icons, or 
at the bottom of your profile, if you are not yet a member or follower of 
any clubs, you will see a light gray circle with a + sign. 

(Please note – If you do not see the gray circle with a + sign, it is either because you have not been active 
enough on the platform or opened enough of your own rooms. Do both and then check again in a few days.)

If the gray circle with the + sign is there, tap on it and popup box will 
open. You can now begin the process of creating your own club. Choose 
your club name wisely and double check to see if other clubs exist of the 
same, or similar, name. (Do this by tapping the magnifying glass icon 
from the main hallway and search ‘Clubs.’) 

Make sure that you choose your club name wisely. Once your club is 
created, you will have to put in a special request to Clubhouse to get the 
name changed, if the new name you’d like to change it to is even available. 

We strongly recommend creating your club as soon as you are able to do 

so. Club names are becoming increasingly difficult to come by as more 
people gravitate towards the platform. Duplicates are not allowed. Even 
if you’re not yet ready to launch your club, reserve the name as soon as 
you are able to do so. You can begin using it at any time after the name 
is reserved.

Next, add a Club image and a description. Again, if you’re not using the club immediately, you can add 
these at any time. 

Once you’ve set up your club, you will find the club 
icon at the bottom of your profile. Your clubs will be 
displayed to the far left, followed by the icons of the 
clubs you are either a member of or follow.

To change your club settings, tap on the three dots … 
displayed at the upper right of the club page. Once 

CRUSHING IT TIP: 

Make sure it’s the name you want for your 
club and that it’s spelled correctly. In order 
to change it later on, you have to submit a 

request directly to Clubhouse and there is no 
guarantee that you’ll get the change approved.
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tapped, you’ll see options for changing your club settings, editing the description, sharing your club with 
others, creating and editing club rules and adding or editing topics.

Creating Rooms Within Your Club

There are multiple ways to create rooms, but unless your rooms will be impromptu, which you can do 
from the main hallway, you will want to schedule them ahead of time. 

This allows you to: 

•  Get a link to share the event on all of your social channels

•  Send the link to people you think would be interested in attending 

•  Get your co-hosts set up and avoid the feeling of being rushed 

•  Have your rooms show up on the list of upcoming events, and 

•  Choose your club as the club hosting the event 

Scheduling an Event/Room

To schedule a room, from the main hallway: 

1.  Tap the calendar icon at the top of the screen. This brings you to a list of scheduled meetings for 
today. In the upper right, you will see the calendar icon again with a + sign. Tap it.

2.  Create your event name, which should be an engaging topic. Use emojis as previously discussed 
to enhance your title and catch people’s eyes, however, remember to avoid money bags and other 
emojis that might indicate direct marketing or ‘get rich quick’ types of topics.

3. Tap “Add co-hosts or guests”, which allows you to add people who follow you, if desired.  
(Note – You can ONLY add people who follow you as co-hosts or guests. This is why it’s important 
to be active on the platform so that you can familiarize yourself with other amazing people from 
across the globe, follow them, AND hopefully gain followers yourself.) 

To add a co-host or guest, either start typing their name and tap them, or start scrolling through 
your followers until you find who you are looking for. When you add someone as a co-host, it is 
important to remember that they WILL be notified after you ‘save’ the room. Therefore, do not 
add someone before speaking with them first and receiving their permission to do so. 

4.  Once you’ve chosen your co-hosts or guests, click the < back button at the top left, which will 
return you to the event.
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5.  Choose your event date and time.

6. Choose the Host Club, which will be your club or a club you belong to that has granted you 
permission to open rooms within their club.

7. Write a compelling description of what the event will be about. You do have to be concise, 
however, as you are limited to just 200 characters. 

8.  Tap “Publish” in the upper right.

9.  Once published, share it! You will see options to share, tweet, copy link, and ‘add to calendar’ 
at the bottom of the event. If you copy the link, there are some really cool tools to help enhance 
the experience of not only sharing, but the in-room experience as well. (See the resources at the 
end of this ebook.)

You did it! Your event is scheduled and will now be on your calendar. As stated, a notification of the event will 
also have been sent to people who are members of your club as well as to the co-hosts and guests you selected. 

You can always access the event to edit any part of it, by going to your hallway, tapping the calendar icon 
at the top, choosing the dropdown arrow, and tapping “My Events.” 

You can share as often as you’d like, in as many places as you’d like and, if you misplaced the link, go to 
“My Events” as described above, tap on your event and you’ll see several options for accessing the event 
details, including ‘Copy Link’ and more. 

BUILDING YOUR CLUB
Now that you know the basics, let’s get down to what Clubhouse is really about… Clubs! While speculation 
runs rampant as to the future of Clubhouse, one thing I believe to be true is that the platform is called 
Clubhouse for a reason. 

The founders designed Clubhouse to allow people with similar interests from across the globe to connect 
around topics they are most passionate about. These topics, and subsequent communities, best thrive 
within the framework of clubs. 

Yes, having a meaningful personal following is impressive. And numerous people on the platform already 
have millions of followers. However, having millions of followers does not always translate to massive 
rooms simply because someone with a large following has taken the stage. 

Though the algorithm is still a bit of a mystery, it does seem to be leaning towards driving Clubhouse 
members first towards club rooms that they are either members or followers of, and then, towards rooms 
that those they follow are participating in. 
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What does this mean for you? It means that I believe the future of Clubhouse, and the potential for 
substantial rewards as the platform continues to grow, will largely be directed towards those who invest 
the time and energy required to build a club with high-value conversations, ongoing engagement and 
membership numbers that continue to rise. 

What will this look like? Only time will tell. For now, start your club as soon as you can, focus on 
relationship and community building, have a give-first mentality and serve each person in EVERY room 
you create within your club, no matter how many people show up. 

When you do, your members (or followers) will invite their friends and colleagues to YOUR club and share 
it with everyone they know.

In turn, people the world over will gravitate towards you and your club and you’ll realize substantial 
rewards without being salesy, gimmicky or slimy. 

GIVING VALUE & SERVING

When we opened ClubPod™ on Christmas Eve, 2020, we had no real way of knowing what it would grow 
into, or how quickly it would grow. What we did know is that if we fulfilled our mission of “elevating the 
podcast industry one room at a time,” good things would happen.  

And good things did. We have built a community of over 52,000 strong… in just 90 days. As of this 
writing, ClubPod is the largest podcast specific club on all of Clubhouse.

This did not happen by accident, or alone. Early in the process we recognized that to fulfill our vision of 
creating a 24/7 ‘channel’ where the Clubhouse community could tune in at any time of the day to access 
high-level, educational conversations about podcasts, podcast culture and the world of podcasting, we 
would need a mighty team of dedicated leaders to accomplish this objective.

Enter… the ClubPod Leadership Team. Currently, more than 60 amazing men and women from across the 
globe have been vetted, trained by our team, and certified to lead a wide array of podcast-related conversations. 

All of our Leaders are podcasters. Many have years of experience. Others are newer to the game. All share 
our mission of providing extraordinary value and serving attendees, no matter how many people show up 
to their room.  

“Our mission is to elevate the podcast 
industry one room at a time.” 

—STEVE OLSHER
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Of course, building a 50,000+ person community and a team of 60+ ClubPod Leaders takes time and 
dedication. Do you have to take things to this extent? Of course not. However, Clubhouse is a 24/7 
platform that has hundreds of thousands (soon to be millions of people) on at every moment. 

Consider the possibilities as to what’s possible if you expanded your reach (and that of the club’s) beyond 
the capabilities of what you can do on your own. As has been said, “a rising tide lifts all ships.” 

In the case of our ClubPod Leadership Team, they benefit from the massive community we’ve built by 
hosting their own rooms within the confines of our club; build their following, elevate their status, and 
increase their visibility, credibility and authority; and, serve the ClubPod community with every room 
opened. 

It is a true win-win-win. 

Again, you don’t need to take things the extent that we have chosen to do so with ClubPod. But… in 
case you do, hopefully the following key discussion points will help you to shorten your learning curve. 

Leaders

Choosing people who have similar values and are closely related to the industry that your club is in is 
key. Invite colleagues, friends or others in the industry to collaborate. You may be pleasantly surprised 
to find more people than you know who are willing to work together, as the partnership benefits everyone 
involved.

Guidelines

Create guidelines so that the Leaders who sign on are all on the same page. 

•  What is expected of them? 

•  What can they expect of you? 

•  Do you have specific club rules? 

•  Are additional Admins / Moderators allowed to be added during rooms?

•  Standard scripts for each Leader for opening, closing and room resets

Regular Team Meetings / Collaboration Tool

To keep your team on the same page as much as humanly possible, you’ll want to have regular team 
meetings. This is a good time to share new features, news, club ideas, and to receive feedback from 
team members. Keeping an engaged team is crucial to the success of the Club and for each of those 
contributing to its overall health and growth.
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Team meetings should have an agenda outlining general topics of discussion and allow time for questions 
and feedback.

Outside of the meetings, having daily discussions available as events happen allows club leaders to 
connect instantly, ask for room support, share an exciting room that other leaders might enjoy hopping 
into or let their teammates know about news and situations as they happen. 

Our team uses WhatsApp for this as our back channel. There are myriad communication tools available 
for you to choose from. 

Engage, Engage, Engage

Building engagement is what keeps people coming back over and over again. By making your club 
members feel involved, they’ll take ownership of the club and invite their friends to join in on the fun. 

A few sure-fire ways to endear members to your community are:

•  Encourage new, and existing, members to join you on stage

•  Give them a warm introduction by reading their bio prior to having them speak, and

•  Ask attendees to follow them

Your community’s growth will mirror the involvement of your members. More involvement = More 
members participating for longer periods of time. Less involvement = Less members participating for 
shorter periods of time. 

Letting people know that you value their contributions, regardless of their industry ‘status,’ will empower 
them to want to continue to share, show up, and participate. This, when combined, with high-level 
conversations that add meaningful value to their lives and businesses is a powerful combination that will 
lead to sustainability and scalability. 

Admin Agreement

If you intend on growing your club by collaborating with others and allowing them to open rooms under 
your club, it’s important to have clear guidelines in place and expectations defined. 

Why? Because, not only is this a good business practice to adhere to but, also, because at this juncture, 
to open rooms within a club, a person must be assigned Admin status. This can be a bit concerning as 
all Admin have equal rights. 

That’s correct. If you assign someone Admin status for your club, they can assign other Admin, edit the 
club’s topics, rules and description, allow members to start rooms, delete followers and… wait for it… 
remove you from your own club!
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Given these risks, I highly recommend vetting each Admin, training them to uphold the standards you’ve 
set for your club, and creating a club agreement that anyone who will be a club leader for you must 
review, agree to, and sign prior to being granted Admin status. 

At the end of the day, building a meaningful club requires a meaningful amount of time, energy and 
resources. However, the payoff can be substantial. 

Treat the creation and ongoing operation of your club as a business… and, protect your investment. 

Create A Schedule

Once you expand beyond a handful of Admin, it’s important to create a master room schedule that 
everyone has easy access to. On the schedule, include the day and time of each Admin’s respective 
room, their contact information and, of course, their room topic. 

To keep your club interesting, it’s important that you have high-quality rooms with differing conversations. 
This will allow you to attract new people to the club day in and day out. 

Of course, all rooms should have a similar theme relative to the specific genre of your club. Random 
topics and names will not create a cohesive experience. Keep it simple.

Myriad tools are available. We use Google’s suite of tools which are collaborative, easy to use, efficient 
and maybe most importantly, FREE. 

Create A Script That All Admin Can Use

It’s important to retain consistency from room to room. Having a pre-written script that each Admin can 
use at the beginning and end of their sessions will help to create a sense of cohesiveness. I recommend 
including general club information, important announcements, upcoming events and/or resources that 
are relevant and of value to members. 

Reset The Room Regularly

Remember that new people will be entering and exiting your room throughout your entire session. For the 
benefit of those arriving after the start, I recommend resetting the room approximately every 30 minutes 
depending on the flow of the conversation. An effective room reset structure includes: 

•  Letting attendees know who you and your co-hosts are

•  Telling attendees what the room is about and what to expect

•  A brief overview of the Club and encouragement to join if they’re not yet members
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•  Asking attendees to ‘ping’ others into the room

•  If applicable, directing attendees to grab a free resource, room notes, etc., and

•  Invite attendees to follow the moderators and speakers

Here’s a sample of a ClubPod open and reset script:

Welcome to ClubPod! I’m your Room Host [YOUR NAME], and our topic for today is [NAME YOUR 
TOPIC]. We appreciate you hanging out with us here in ClubPod.

ClubPod is the largest podcast specific club on Clubhouse. We offer a safe, non-judgmental 
environment where podcast fans and podcasters of every genre, show size and expertise can 
gather to discuss the world of podcasts, podcast growth and monetization strategies, podcast 
culture & the shows podcast fans can’t get enough of. 

As our way of saying thank you for joining us in ClubPod, you are invited to grab a free, lifetime 
subscription to Podcast Magazine at www.ClubPod.Club. This is a private, back door link for 
ClubPod attendees. 

If you’re not already a member of ClubPod, please tap the ‘green house’ at the top of your screen 
to join us and, if you’re enjoying today’s conversation, please ping people in by hitting the + sign. 

Lastly, please make sure you take a moment to follow all of the moderators and speakers. We’d 
greatly appreciate it. Ok, let’s get take the next question… 

PODCASTING / RECORDING A ROOM
Per Clubhouse’s Terms Of Service, recording any room is prohibited unless it is clearly 
indicated in both the room title and the description that the room is being recorded. This can 
be achieved by using the word ‘RECORDING’ or a red dot that appears similar to the image 
shown to the right.

Clubhouse has a zero-tolerance policy for violating their TOS, especially when it comes to inappropriate 
behavior, bullying, racism, discrimination and recording speakers without their consent. The app will 
even recognize when you are attempting to use a screen recorder, so don’t attempt to do so. It’s not worth 
being kicked off the platform. 

So long as you are fully transparent and make clear that you are recording, you can record your room. 
That said, government laws vary from state to state and country to country. We recommend checking your 
municipality about recording any conversation.

“
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Since January 2021, I have been recording my podcast, Reinvention 
Radio, LIVE on Clubhouse and releasing the sessions as podcast episodes.

Of course, using your phone provides reduced audio quality. To achieve 
a much higher level of sound, we created a work around that achieves 
studio level audio. 

We have put together a list of the equipment we use, which allows not 
only for superb sound, but also sound effects, background music and 
direct recording. Literally everything that you need to create a podcast 
episode directly from each, and every, Clubhouse room.

CLUBHOUSE ETIQUETTE
Common sense should prevail, of course, but there are a few Clubhouse nuances you should be aware of: 

•  When you are brought up on stage, remember to mute your microphone by tapping the microphone 
icon until it has the red line through it. This bears repeating as an open microphone will allow for 
noise that interferes with the current speaker. 

•  Be patient and wait your turn. Typically, you will speak in the order you were brought up on stage. 
That said, some rooms have more flexibility than others. Listen first, then contribute. This is 
always a good rule of thumb.  

•  Provide as much value as you can for attendees, as a moderator or guest.

•  When speaking, remember that sometimes there is a small degree of latency (delay). Try not to 
talk over others and wait a couple of seconds to respond if you are asked a question.

•  When given the opportunity to introduce yourself, keep it brief and relevant to the room topic. 

•  Do not be flashy, conceited, a know-it-all or a never-ending salesperson for your offerings. That’s 
a huge turnoff. 

•  Clubhouse is a give first platform. Help others as much and as often as you can. People who can 
benefit from your expertise can click on your profile to learn more about you (which they will) and 
reach out to you via Twitter or Instagram to connect with you (which they will).

•  Most of all, have fun and enjoy the process of connecting with incredible people from across the 
globe!  

GET THE LIST HERE

https://www.amazon.com/shop/thepodcastmag?listId=27NFUIU2Q338Q
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CLUBHOUSE ENHANCING TOOLS
As Clubhouse has exploded onto the scene, so have myriad tools that can be leveraged to enhance your 
Clubhouse experience, monitor Club and room activities, make it easier to schedule sessions, etc.  

Our favorite tool at the moment is Direcon. Direcon is a comprehensive resource that provides detailed 
insights on rooms and audiences, LIVE while the room is happening. It stores important data and the 
analytics can be used to better understand the dynamics of your rooms, the interests of your attendees, 
length of time people are staying in your rooms, etc.

We use Direcon for both my personal account and for ClubPod. 

(Please note – if you sign up for Direcon using our link, we will be paid an affiliate commission.)

Below, you will find an extensive list of additional Clubhouse tools and resources. 

On behalf of our entire team, we hope you found Crushing It With Clubhouse! to be of immense value 
to you and your business. Feel free to email us at Kelly@SteveOlsher.com to share how you leverage it.

We look forward to hearing from you – and seeing you in the Club!

Steve Olsher

PS – In my free AUDIO DOMINATION™ four-part video training series masterclass, I share the precise 
steps you can leverage to take full advantage of the burgeoning audio revolution at hand as well as my 
proven system for converting audio consumers into leads and SERIOUS revenue.

Please join us here: www.AudioDomination.com. The training is 100% Free.

https://direcon.com/?fpr=steve36
mailto:Kelly%40SteveOlsher.com?subject=
http://audiodomination.com/
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CLUBHOUSE TOOLS AND RESOURCES 
NOTE: We have made every effort to provide the most accurate and up-to-date information possible. 
Please understand we do not have control over the functionality of a website.

•  Clubhouse Glow

•  Clubhouse Bio Builder

•  Clubhouse Avatar Maker

•  Rooms of Clubhouse

•  Clubhouse R

•  Read this Twice

•  Clubhouse Tools

•  Clubhouse Bio

•  Free Clubhouse

•  Use Flipp

•  Perchance

•  Club Ranking

•  Drop It

•  Club Hub

•  Get Host Notes

•  Twiso

•  Clubhouse DB

•  Clubhouse Monitor tools

•  Clubhouse Invite Exchange

•  Room Hunt

•  Club +

•  Clubly

•  Clubrooms

•  Paid Rooms

•  Club Market

•  Housely

•  Cast House

•  Yoyo Club

•  Club Pad

•  CH Pic

•  Club Hype

•  Scrubhouse

•  Humans on Clubhouse

•  Clubhouse Avatar

•  Clubber

•  Buy Me A Coffee

https://www.clubhouseglow.com
https://www.clubhousebio.app/
https://avatar.lvwzhen.com/
https://roomsofclubhouse.com/
https://clubhouser.me/
https://www.readthistwice.com/
https://clubhousetools.app/
https://clubhousebio.xyz/
https://craftwork.design/downloads/clubhouse-cards
https://useflipp.com/clubhouse
https://perchance.org/owh9gelu4t
https://clubhouseranking.net/
https://dropit.club/
https://clubhub.site/
https://gethostnotes.com/
https://clubhouse.twiso.co/
http://clubhousedb.com
http://monitor.clubhousetools.xyz
https://t.me/clubhouse_invites_exchange
https://roomhunt.softr.io/
https://apps.apple.com/app/id1555742848
https://clubly.co/
https://clubrooms.app/
https://paidrooms.ch/
https://www.clubmarket.io/
https://housely.club/
https://casthouse.net/
http://Yoyo Club
https://www.clubpad.co/
https://chpic.me/
https://clubhype.io/
https://joinscrubhouse.com/
https://humansonclubhouse.com/
https://clubhouse-avatar.netlify.app/
https://clubber.one/
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/
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